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Terry DeRon is a loving husband and father that uses 
his life experiences to help others understand the mind 
frame and thought process of real men. Hepreaches the 
importance of effective communication, accountability, 
and mutual respect to help others understand what it 
takes to set the foundation for a healthy long-lasting 
relationship.

A very successful past as a ladies’ man that dated 
several women and his professional experience as a 
former teacher allows him to provide insight into the 
mind of a man in a way that some people never get to 
experience. And his articulate way of explaining complex 
topics regarding sex, love, and relationships resonates 
well with men and women of various backgrounds and 
dating experiences.

“I’m not reinventing the wheel. I just explain how men 
feel about things without candy coating it so that the 
women that want to really understand men can. I don’t 
see the point in promoting fairy tales!”

Terry’s takes a brutally honest approach to explaining 
the things women do and believe in that create problems 
with men and gives insight into how and why they create 
relationship problems. He uses multiple social media 
platforms to give advice and also provides one-on- one 
advice sessions with men and women around the world 
and uses his passion for helping and educating others to 
make a difference in the quality of relationships overall.

@TERRYDERON



One of the main reasons that women experience so 
much pain and heartache when it comes to men and dating 
is because of the drastically different ways that they feel 
about sex, love, and relationships. This book will help women 
gain insight and understanding on the ways that men feel 
about their interactions with women andhow they go about 
making relationship decisions. Relationship guru Terry DeRon 
gives an unfiltered glimpse into the mind of a real man that 
has been very successful with women and has the qualities 
and characteristics that most women look for in a potential 
partner.

It’s Not That Complicated is a guide for women to better 
understand the men that they fall for and learn to correct 
some of the misconceptions that they have about men 
and relationships in general. Terry gives clear and concise 
explanations on a variety of topics ranging from how men 
go about approaching women they’re interested in to the 
reasons that men fall out of love and end relationships.

This book is a must read for any woman that is interested 
in improving her current or future relationships with men. 
Some of the topics included in the book are very sensitive 
and may be painful to read. But the knowledge and insight 
provided will clear up a lot of the myths and misunderstandings 
women have about men and show that having a happy 
healthy relationship with a man is really not that complicated 
at all.




